Recently Michael Steinbruck, who assists me in administering this page, solicited comments without my consent, concerning limits on posts to the page. Michael, on his own, also deleted some comments. I have removed Michael’s post and would like to share with you guidelines for this page. This is not an official government page or the Township of Franklin official page. It is instead my personal page used to disseminate information primarily concerning the global pandemic. Posts containing profanity are automatically hidden by page preference settings. Any postings that evade the security settings and are deemed inappropriate will be hidden and/or deleted. Such postings include, but are not limited to, any comments that contain or express any of the following:

- vulgar or obscene material
- illegal material
- violence, threats or harassment
- hatred or bias
- profane, racist, sexist or derogatory content or comments
- defamation or spread of misinformation
- fraudulent material or accusations
- copyrighted or commercial material including advertisements and solicitations
- confidential or personal information
- intent to compromise the safety or security of the public or public systems
- SPAM

Such comments could also evoke some or all of the following actions:

A. Reporting abuse of the user to the site host (Facebook).
B. Blocking the user from all further comment or participation on our page.
C. The generation of a police report, investigation and, if deemed criminal, prosecution of the user posting the comments.